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SUMMARY: Corrosion of steel potable water pipes buried underground is one of their key means of 

failure, though it is often trivialised. General corrosion of buried pipes is minimal and is readily 

counteracted. In contrast, localised corrosion such as pitting is the primary means of pipes failing. A 

leading cause of pitting is the action of microbes at the steel/soil interface. This is both difficult to predict 

and prevent and can lead to leaks and ultimately to failure by bursts. These can be expensive to locate and 

repair. 

In order to study localised corrosion influenced by microbes at the steel/soil interface, a system is being 

developed which utilises microbiologically graded agar for electrochemical studies. Earlier work focussed 

on solid agar and the electrochemical performance of 1010 carbon steel exposed to agar and sodium 

chloride. This paper investigates the electrochemical performance of the same steel exposed to semi solid 

agar made with a lower concentration of gelling agent and how this compares to that of steel exposed to 

solid agar. Electrochemical behaviour was monitored with both potentiodynamic scans and potential hold 

measurements. Following electrochemical testing the surface of the steel samples were examined with 

optical and scanning electron microscopy. It is hypothesised that this system is more representative of a 

soil environment than solution based systems and is more readily controlled than soil samples for 

fundamental studies of MIC.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Australia is dependent on pipelines to ensure the bulk of the population have access to potable water. Seventy percent of this 

pipeline network are ferrous based and are susceptible to both general and localised corrosion [1]. General corrosion is readily 

counteracted by the application of coatings, cathodic or anodic protection and increased pipe thickness [2], however localised 

corrosion in the form of pitting is unpredictable and difficult to counteract. Pitting is well documented as the primary cause of 

pipe failure [1] with the external surface the most vulnerable due to a number of factors. The inner surface is more likely to be 

lined and soil is a more heterogeneous environment than potable water [3]. This increases the variability of environment along 

the pipeline, increasing the likelihood of localised corrosion occurring. A case study conducted in Toronto, Canada found 

greater levels of corrosion on the external surface of water pipes than the internal surfaces, supporting this hypothesis [4]. 

Biofilms found in soils are a major contributor to localised corrosion along buried pipelines [5]. The action of microbes in 

corrosion is known as microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC). While MIC has been well studied, the mechanisms of it 

are not fully understood, especially in soil. 

MIC and the electrochemical processes involved are most commonly studied in solutions [6]. This allows for the deposition of 

bacteria onto the metal surface to form a biofilm. Much of the work to date investigating MIC has focussed on marine and 

potable water environments. Carbon steel exposed to solutions or atmospheric conditions begin to corrode upon exposure to 

the electrolyte via aqueous corrosion where the rate of corrosion is dependent on the flow of oxygen to the surface [2]. Iron 

oxides form a film on the surface which can form a passive, protective layer [7]. Passivity is a dynamic state of breakdown and 

repair of these oxide films which is dependent on the porosity of the film. How corrosion continues is dependent on the 

solubility, structure, thickness and adhesion of the oxides formed [8]. In atmospheric conditions, mild steel passive films are 
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highly porous with much spalling and cracking which gives limited protection to the metal underneath. Spalling of iron oxides 

is also common in solutions.  

Studies of MIC in soil are commonly undertaken in solutions or soil samples. Due to the limitations of these techniques it is 

difficult to effectively investigate MIC along buried pipelines. Nutrients are added to solutions to mirror the mineral content of 

soils [9-11] but this does not take into account the physical structure of soils and the resultant electrochemical interactions of 

metals with soil particles, liquid, gas and microbes present. Other studies have used soil samples taken from a site of interest or 

artificial soils such as sand [12, 13]. This also has limitations as with the removal of soils from their natural environment the 

levels of compaction, moisture and oxygen content are altered which can impact the microbe communities. If microbes are to 

be introduced to the soil, the sample must be first sterilised which also impacts on the native soil composition. With changes in 

soil compression, composition and water content the corrosion properties of metals exposed to the soil are changed. This is due 

to the geometry of triple phase boundaries (TPB) present at the surface of buried metals being altered [14]. Jiang et al have 

modelled the importance of the geometry of these zones on corrosion rates in multiphase systems such as soil [15]. With 

increasing length of total TPB zones on a metal surface, liquid dispersion across the surface is increased leading to a linear 

increase in corrosion current density. Soil is a typical liquid/gas/solid multiphase corrosion system as the solid soil particles 

form pores within which water is trapped resulting in liquid dispersion across a metal surface [14]. An added disadvantage of 

soil samples is that it is difficult to ensure reproducible conditions across experiments. 

Gels are being investigated as a potential analogue for soil as they can have both their composition chemically and physically 

altered to match that of the desired soil while being reproducible and controllable under laboratory conditions for the purposes 

of fundamental studies. Gels have been used previously to replicate sludge for the investigation of corrosion in wastewater 

sludge [16, 17]. In these studies silica, polyacrymalide and combined gels were used in combination with sodium chloride or 

sulphuric acid as corrosion initiators and distilled water. It was determined that the gels had a more negative corrosion 

potential than equivalent solutions, but that the corrosion current was lowered. These changes were attributed to a dense 

formation of gel on the surface of the steel [17]. Pitting corrosion was prevalent on the surface and this was impacted on by the 

gel morphology [16]. Where the gel cover was less dense, more pitting occurred leading to the conclusion that electrical 

potential collected in the pore areas giving greater corrosion.  

A novel system to replicate soil for the study of MIC in this environment is being developed using microbiological agar to 

form gels. Initial research has focussed on the early development of this system with carbon steel exposed to solid agar leading 

to an understanding of the importance of oxygen control in obtaining reproducible results [18]. There were also shown to be 

issues with crevice corrosion and variation in crevice corrosion levels under different oxygen conditions which was reducing 

the ability to directly compare these results [19]. This current research is comparing the electrochemical properties of carbon 

steel exposed to oxygenated solid agar (15g/L) with those of carbon steel exposed to a lower concentration of agar (4g/L), 

which will be referred to as semi solid agar.  

2. METHODS 

2.1 Sample preparation 

Hot rolled carbon steel sheet 1mm thick was cut into 25mm
2
 coupons. Based on the manufacturer’s specifications the steel was 

composed of 0.04-0.07% carbon, 0.03% silicon, 0.5% manganese, 0.03% phosphorus, 0.03% sulphur, 0.1% aluminium, 0.04% 

titanium with iron composing the remainder (99.3%). Each sample was polished using a combination of SiC paper and 

diamond paste to a final finish with 1µm diamond paste. For the final stages analytical grade ethanol lubricant was used. 

Following polishing the samples were rinsed in ethanol and heat dried. 

2.2 Agar preparation 

Two different concentrations of agar were used to continue the investigation into the electrochemical properties of steel 

exposed to agar. Solid agar has an agar concentration of 15g/L and semi solid agar has an agar concentration of 4g/L. Agar and 

sodium chloride (5g/L) are fully dissolved when mechanically mixed with distilled water on high heat until boiling. This was 

then adjusted with 0.1M sodium hydroxide and hydrogen chloride to the desired pH (7.0±0.1). Nitrogen gas is then bubbled 

through the agar for 30 minutes to de-aerate it. The agar is then cooled to below 60°C with nitrogen gas and the dissolved 

oxygen (DO) levels measured with a Mettler Toledo portable meter and probe.  The DO was brought to below 1.0mg/L before 

air is bubbled through the solution to bring the DO to maximum (approximately 5.0mg/L). All samples are set in the presence 

of bubbled air to ensure the maximum oxygen levels are maintained. 
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2.3 Electrochemical characterisation 

A standard three electrode cell was constructed with a 5cm
2
 platinised titanium mesh counter electrode, standard calomel 

reference electrode and a polished carbon steel sample as the working electrode (Figure 1). A circular area with a 1cm diameter 

was exposed of the working electrode. To limit crevice corrosion a viton fluoroelastomer o-ring seal was used instead of the 

standard Teflon ring at the working electrode and the edges of the seal coated with Vaseline. Agar was poured into the 

completed cell as a solution and then allowed to set (approximately one hour for solid agar, two and a half hours for semi solid 

agar) before measuring the open circuit potential (OCP) for three hours or measuring the current changes with time when a 

potential of -600mV vs SCE was applied for 48 hours. Following OCP measurement, a cyclic polarisation scan was conducted 

from -1.0V vs SCE relative to the Eoc to 1.4V vs SCE relative to the reference electrode. A scan rate of 0.167mV/s was used 

[16]. Triplicate scans were conducted under all conditions. 

 

Figure 1: Electrochemical cell arrangement 

2.4 Microscopic analysis 

Surface analysis of the steel samples after scanning was conducted with optical microscopy and scanning electrical microscopy 

(SEM). A FEI Quanta 200 Environmental SEM was used at 15.0kV or 30.0kV and 5.0 spot size. This enabled the surface to be 

examined without a conductive coating being applied. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Solid Agar 

Polarisation curves for carbon steel exposed to solid agar in an oxygenated environment are shown in Figure 2. Each scan was 

under the same conditions, though the scans are inconsistent in the anodic region with samples 1 and 3 showing multiple 

passivation regions whereas sample 2 has one and a higher pitting potential. The cathodic region is similar for each sample 

with a corrosion potential of approximately -1000 mV vs SCE seen for samples 1 and 3. The corrosion potential of all three 

samples has moved in the cathodic direction approximately 300mV from the average open circuit potential of -738±5mV vs 

SCE. Examination of the exposed metal surface by optical microscopy (Figure 3) shows general corrosion in some areas, some 

pitting and regions of exposed metal which had not corroded. There is no evidence of crevice corrosion. 
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Figure 2: Cyclic potentiodynamic scans for carbon steel exposed to solid agar 

 

  

Figure 3: Optical micrographs of the steel surface exposed to solid agar. Left is sample 2, right sample 3. 

3.2 Semi Solid Agar  

A high level of consistency was seen in the potentiodynamic scans of steel exposed to semi solid agar in both the anodic and 

cathodic arms as can be seen in Figure 4. Open circuit potential was measured as an average of -745±9mV vs SCE. A cathodic 

shift in corrosion potential was seen for each sample, with all corrosion potentials near -1000mV vs SCE. The anodic region 

shows two passivation regions, one between -900 and -600mV vs SCE and one between -600mV vs SCE and the pitting 

potential of approximately -200mV vs SCE. 
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Figure 4: Cyclic potentiodynamic scans of carbon steel exposed to semi solid agar 

 

3.3 Potential hold data   

Potential hold measurements taken at -600mV vs SCE for both concentrations of agar indicate the formation of an unstable 

passive film on the steel surface. The current measured for semi solid agar as seen in Figure 5 is higher than that for solid agar 

across the 48 hours though the shape of the curves are very similar. SEM images as seen in Figure 6 show an inconsistent film 

which is formed on the exposed steel surfaces undergoing spalling and cracking. Underneath the outer film layer is the steel 

surface which has taken on a crystalline structure. 

 
Figure 5: Current (mA) over 48 hours in response to an applied potential of -600mV vs SCE for both semi solid agar and solid 

agar 
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Figure 6: SEM images of the steel surface after exposure to agar under a -600mV vs SCE potential hold. Sample on the left has 

been exposed to solid agar and shows bare steel with iron oxide over it, the sample on the right has been exposed to semi solid 

agar and shows an iron oxide film with cracks and pits within it. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

The shape of the potentiodynamic scans (Figure 4) for the semi solid samples are uncommon with two passivation regions in 

the anodic section. This suggests the formation of an unstable passive film which is then partially broken down and then 

reforms. Samples 1 and 2 in solid agar have a similar shape to the semi solid agar samples, with the passivation regions 

beginning and ending at similar potentials. When comparing sample 2 of solid agar to the semi solid agar samples, the 

variation in current across the regions is less, indicating a higher rate of corrosion is occurring at each potential under semi 

solid conditions. In solution, potentiodynamic scans of steel are similar in form to solid agar sample 2 which has one 

passivation region and then plateaus into a pitting potential [17]. The extra passivation region in the bulk of the samples is 

potentially due to the agar increasing the contact of corrosion products with the steel sample and thus the influence of these 

products on the corrosion rate. Under atmospheric or solution conditions, iron oxides normally form a weak protective layer 

which are prone to cracking and spalling, particularly over a short period of time [8]. This leads to the corrosion products 

falling away into solution or surrounds of the metal whereas in agar, particularly solid agar, they are unable to migrate from the 

corroding surface. There is increased movement of ions in semi solid agar, though it is still limited, which could assist in 

explaining the increased variation in current.  

Variability was seen in the anodic curves of solid agar such that different numbers and sizes of passivation regions were seen. 

The pitting potential was also different for all three samples. It should be noted that the anodic sweep was conducted after a 

complete cathodic sweep so that what is seen as an anodic effect is in fact a combined effect. Once solid agar sets it has very 

limited permeability, meaning there is variation in oxygen distribution between samples as the number of oxygen bubbles that 

settle on the metal surface as the agar is setting cannot be controlled. With different amounts of oxygen at the surface, during 

the cathodic reaction different amounts of hydroxide ions are produced. Thus when the anodic reaction is commenced there is 

more or less available hydroxide ions for the secondary anodic reaction of Fe
2+ 

to Fe(OH)2 , depending on the initial number of 

settled oxygen bubbles. When there is a limited amount of oxygen present at the surface, less hydroxide ions are available at 

the start of the anodic process so as Fe
2+

 is produced, water is broken down into hydroxide and hydrogen ions. Due to the solid 

agar creating small, isolated pockets of solution where these reactions are taking place, the hydrogen ions cause localised 

acidification which leads to pitting. Where more oxygen is present and a higher concentration of hydroxide ions are produced 

during the cathodic scan, a more protective passive film is able to form which with lower concentrations of hydrogen ions 

produced, means pitting occurs at higher potentials and the film does not break down and then reform. In semi solid agar there 

is increased permeability and movement of oxygen during cathodic polarization allowing for oxygen replenishment at the 

Iron oxide film 

Exposed steel 

surface 
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metal surface and of acidification products during anodic polarization, giving increased replication under the same conditions 

between samples.  

The cathodic curves were very similar for both the solid and semi solid agar samples. This combined with the negative shift in 

corrosion potential from open circuit potential for all samples indicates that the reactions are cathodically controlled and the 

surface is being altered by the cathodic reaction in such a way that the anodic reaction is affected. It is possible that 

mechanisms such as cathodic cleaning may exist which lower the Ecorr values during potentiodynamic scanning. Future work 

will investigate the strength of this affect by conducting anodic scans without first cathodically scanning.  

Under both agar concentrations a potential of -600mV vs SCE was held for 48 hours. The resultant data supports the 

hypothesis of an unstable passive film forming on the steel surface when exposed to agar as the recorded current increases and 

then decreases over time. SEM images taken at the end of 48 hours also support this as a cracked oxide film can be seen on the 

surface after exposure to both solid and semi solid agar. The permeability of solid agar to oxygen versus that of semi solid agar 

is again apparent. The current measured for semi solid agar is initially twice that of solid agar. At about 24 hours an overall 

increase in current is seen in the solid agar curve that is not seen in the semi solid curve. It is believed that over time oxygen 

and aggressive species permeate through the solid agar and at about 24 hours the oxygen is replenished at the counter electrode 

and aggressive species at the steel surface. This process continues throughout the remainder of the test. In comparison, the 

semi solid agar always has a degree of permeability to oxygen and aggressive species and thus constant replenishment of these 

occurs at the electrodes, so that there is no overall increase in current in the last half of the test. 

Initial research examining the potential of microbiological agar as a medium for  the study of MIC in soil [18] encountered a 

number of hurdles, including varying levels of crevice corrosion under different experimental conditions [19]. The replacement 

of the standard Teflon seal with a synthetic rubber seal and grease has eliminated all noticeable crevice corrosion as shown in 

the optical micrographs in Figure 3. 

 

5. OVERALL CONCLUSION 

Soil is a complex environment that is not well simulated by solutions. Therefore investigations are being conducted into the 

suitability of microbiological agar as a suitable medium for the study of corrosion, in particular MIC, in soil. Initial research 

found problems with non-consistent crevice corrosion under different conditions; this has been decreased to negligible levels in 

this study. When carbon steel is exposed to both solid agar and semi solid agar under oxygenated conditions, dual passivation 

regions are seen in the anodic curve of potentiodynamic scans. This is due to the entrapment of iron oxide at the metal surface 

by the agar. Combined with potential hold data, it is hypothesised that met- stable passive films are forming on the carbon steel 

surface. Oxygen replenishment at the metal surface plays a large role in control of corrosion and replication of results under 

constant conditions. This is seen with the variation in potentiodynamic scan results for solid agar where control of oxygen 

levels at the surface is difficult and there is no diffusion of oxygen to the surface. Agar, in semi solid form, is a viable 

possibility for a soil replication system for the fundamental study of MIC. 
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